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VC Activity by Sector

Venture Capital Funding Rises
Year-Over-Year in Q1 2017

In Q1 2017, the internet sector maintained its position
as the most active sector for VC activity in Canada,
with $195 million USD invested across 23 deals. This is
followed by healthcare, which reached an eight-quarter
high, mobile & telecom and computer hardware &
services, ranging from $38 million USD to $65 million
in VC backing per sector.

This week, PwC Canada and CB Insights released their
Q1 2017 MoneyTree Canada Report (the “Report”)
providing an update on venture capital activity in
Canada. The Report provides an in-depth analysis of
Canadian VC trends from a global perspective, noting
top sectors, markets and investors for the year to date.
MoneyTree Reports have been released in the United
States for the past 20 years, but this is just the second
report dedicated to Canadian VC activity.
Q4 2016 - A Difficult Act to Follow
Q4 2016 set a high bar for Canadian VC activity, an
eight-quarter high for both deal volume and value,
fueled by Blue Rock Therapeutics’ very large $225 USD
biotechnology funding round. Notwithstanding a
decline in deal count through Q1 2017, 19% year-overyear and 25% compared to Q4 2016, fundraising dollars
remained strong, increasing 10% year-over-year. In
addition, average deal size has increased to $7.2 million
USD from $5.3 million USD year-over-year.
VC Activity by Region
Consistent with 2016, the vast majority of VC activity
took place in Ontario, with 34 deals totalling $286
million USD in Q1 2017. Quebec and British Columbia
followed, with 15 deals totalling $90 million USD and
11 deals totalling $80 million USD, respectively. Toronto,
Montreal and Vancouver rank as the top metros in
Canada of Q1 2017 for VC activity. Toronto led the
way, seeing $227 million USD invested, an increase of
239% from Q1 2016, across 26 deals in Q1, up 4%
from 2016. By comparison, Montreal deal activity rose
by 56%, though dollar activity was down 29% to $77
million USD. Activity in Vancouver decreased in terms
of deal volume and dollar activity, down to $80 million
USD across 9 deals from $112 million USD across 11
deals.

The largest deals in Q1 2017 thus far include
Mississauga-based PointClickCare, which raised $85
million USD, Vancouver-based Visier, which raised $45
million USD and Mississauga-based CSDC Systems,
which raised $30 million USD.
PwC Canada National Technology Industry Leader,
Chris Dulny noted that "encouraging year-over-year
increases in total funding dollars and average deal size
in Q1 indicate growing confidence and capacity within
the venture capital community as well as the continuing
solid fundamentals of the Canadian technology
industry."
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To assist clients in the technology sector, Goodmans
brings together our acknowledged expertise in
corporate/commercial, private equity, corporate
finance, mergers and acquisitions, outsourcing,
licensing, intellectual property, privacy, regulatory and
media, tax, litigation, human resources, corporate
restructuring and administrative law. Goodmans
continues to lead in the technology sector and is
partnered with The DMZ at Ryerson University. The
DMZ is a leading business incubator (selected by BMI
as the top-ranked university incubator in North
America, and third in the world), which connects its
startups with resources, customers, advisors, investors,
and other entrepreneurs. Through this partnership,
Goodmans provides legal advice, mentorship and
networking opportunities to assist startups in
maximizing their potential. Members of our
Technology Group teach internet and communications
law at Canada's largest law schools, are regular lecturers
at technology industry events and legal conferences,
and have published articles in the technology law field.
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